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A quadratic response theory of the energy loss of charged particles in matter is developed,
following a diagrammatic analysis of the many-body interactions between a moving charge and the
electron gas. The linear and quadratic density response functions of the medium are evaluated in
the random-phase approximation (RPA), and a result for the stopping power is obtained, up to
third order in the ion charge, Zze, for a wide range of particle velocities. The low- and high-velocity
limits of the full RPA result are also studied, and a local plasma approximation is used to show
that our calculations are in good agreement with measurements of the energy loss of protons and
antiprotons in silicon.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the Bethe quantal theory of the
electronic stopping power of matter for moving charged
particles, which is based on the first Born approxima-
tion, yields a result that is proportional to the square of
the projectile charge, Z~e. At lower velocities, where the
Born approximation becomes suspect, the transition to
classical scattering, treated by Bloch, results in a cor-
rection term that does not depend on the sign of Z~e.
However, the measurements of Barkas et a/. revealed
diff'erences between the ranges of positive and negative
pions with the same energy, showing that the stopping
power exhibits a dependence on the sign of the projectile
charge. This dependence was later investigated by com-
paring measured stopping powers for proton, n particles,
and lithium nuclei, ' and, more recently, for protons and
antiprotons, ' extracting, therefore, the contribution to
the energy loss that is proportional to Zz after assuming
that other terms proportional to odd powers of Zq are
negligible in the velocity regimes under study.

Ashley, Ritchie, and Brandt evaluated the contri-
bution to the stopping power that is proportional to
Zz, applying perturbation theory to the Bohr semi-
classical harmonic-oscillator model of the atom. 9 Since
then, quantal calculations of the so-called Z& efFect
using an electron gas model and also a harmonic-
oscillator model of the target have been performed
by several authors. The fU'st rigorous many-body
perturbation-theoretic calculation of the Zz correction
in the full random-phase approximation (RPA) for an

electron gas, for arbitrary nonrelativistic velocities of the
projectile, has been reported only very recently. 2 For
reviews of the experimental and theoretical situation see
Refs. 17, 21, 22.

In this paper we investigate the Zz correction to the
stopping power of an electron gas for ions, in the full
RPA. In Sec. II, a diagrammatic analysis of the scattering
matrix elements corresponding to processes leading to all
possible momentum transfers to the electron gas is made,
following procedures of many-body perturbation theory,
and the terms of erst and second order in the ion charge
are extracted; this analysis allows us to give an inter-
pretation of the difI'erent processes involved. In Sec. III,
the linear and quadratic density response functions, rep-
resented in terms of double and triple vertex functions,
are considered, the imaginary part of the triple vertex
function is evaluated analytically in the RPA, and is ex-
pressed in terms of a sum over hole and particle states.
This result is used in Sec. IV to derive an explicit expres-
sion for the Z& correction to the stopping power formula
in terms of both the real and the imaginary part of dou-
ble and triple vertex functions, and the low- and high-
velocity limits are also discussed. In Sec. V, numerical
calculations of the Z& eKect are presented, as a function
of the velocity of the penetrating particle, the range of
validity of the previously studied low- and high-velocity
limits is analyzed, and a local plasma approximation is
used in order to compare our results with those deduced
&om experimental data on energy loss by protons and
antiprotons in silicon. In Sec. VI, our conclusions are
presented.
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II. SCATTERING MATRIX:
DIAGRAMMATIC ANALY SIS

and

vt)t(x) = ) e' *'P;(r)aJ, (2.5)

We consider an electron gas of density n through which
an ion of charge Zie and velocity v passes. Treating the
heavy particle as a prescribed source of energy and mo-
mentum, let the electron gas be described by an isotropic
homogeneous assembly of electrons immersed in a uni-
form background of positive charge and volume 0, and
take an externally applied potential on an electron at r
due to the field of the penetrating particle:

where a, and a,. are annihilation and creation operators
for fermions, and P;(r) represents a complete set of or-
thonormal single-particle wave functions satisfying the
time-independent Schrodinger equation with energy Ru;;
for a homogeneous electron gas, these wave functions can
be taken to be momentum eigenfunctions.

The matrix element

Zyc
u(r, t) =-

Ir —vtl
' (2.1) (@"lat ~a,'I@")

(@"l~l@")
(2.6)

The scattering matrix can be written as a time-ordered
exponential

OO

8 = T exp —ih, die "~ ~HI t (2.2)

where T is the chronological operator, which indicates
that the product to be integrated must be time ordered,
and III(t) represents the perturbing Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture, which has been assumed to be ini-
tially zero and slowly switched on. g is a positive in-
finitesimal.

In the representation of second quantization, the per-
turbing Hamiltonian reads, in the interaction picture

H,'(t) = f dssq)( qt) s(qs) s(qg)s

+— dr d x' x x'vx, x' x' x

+alBG (t). (2.3)

g(x) = ) e ' *'P,(r)a; (2.4)

H represents the interaction between the electron gas
and the positive background, u(x), with x = (r, t),
is the electron-heavy ion interaction potential of Eq.
(2.1), v(x, x') represents the electron-electron instanta-
neous Coulomb interaction, and @(x) and gt(x) are field
operators in the interaction picture destroying and cre-
ating, respectively, a particle at the point r at time t:

corresponding to the process of carrying the system from
an initial state a,- Ie'0) to a final state a&I@0), IC'o) being
the vacuum state, can be expanded with respect to the
coupling constant e after introduction of the Hamilto-
nian of Eq. (2.3) into Eq. (2.2). Then, one caii apply
Wick's theorem, noting that only normal ordered prod-
ucts with two uncontracted operators contribute, and an
expression for the matrix element can be obtained.

It is well known that for a homogeneous electron gas,
contributions from the uniform positive background are
canceled by the sum of the so-called "tadpole" contribu-
tions where the average electron density in the unper-
turbed ground state,

p'(*) = —(@ I&[&(*)@'(*)]I@.), (2.7)

is involved. On the other hand,

G'( *') = —&@oI&l@(*)@'(*')]I@o)

represents the &ee particle propagator, and

(2.8)

(40latgt(x)@(x')a, . l@o) = e' ~ P&(r)e
' * P;(r'). (2.9)

Consequently, after introduction of standard Fourier
integral representations of the quantities involved and
taking P;(r) and Pt (r) to be plane-wave states of momen-
tum s and p, respectively, we find. , up to second order in
the ion charge:

1
Sy, = —(—qli ') f d gd (g + s —g)Llq[1+ g, (s, g)]

4

+—(—ih ) d qb (q+ s —p) Uq, Uq q, G,+, [I+g2(s, p, qi)]

d4
+—(—ih ) d qb (q+ s —p)Vq U~, U~ ~, M~~, [l+ gi(s, p)],0 2 4 Qz qi 9& Qq9& (2.10)
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FIG. 3. Vertex ladder contributions to the matrix element
Sy,„which have been neglected in Eq. (2.10).

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the matrix ele-
ment of Eq. (2.10). In the first diagram a full dashed line,
representing a screened Coulombic interaction, leads from an
external point corresponding to the external source of momen-
tum and energy to a dressed fermion-scattering vertex. Solid
internal lines in the second and third diagrams are zero-order
propagators, and the dressed triple internal vertex represents
the exact quadratic density response function of the medium.

where

n~ = 0(qp —lql)

(2.16)

(2.17)

which can be represented diagrammatically as in Fig. 1.
Here, s = (s, u, ) and p = (p, wp), with u~ = hk2/(2m, ),
and Mq and Vq, represented in Fig. 1 by full dashed lines,
are screened interaction potentials in the momentum rep-
resentation (see Fig. 2):

M~ = —2mZ, 8(q —q. v)V~ (2.11)

V~ = v~ + v~yaV (2.12)

or

—j.
Vq ——~q vq, (2.13)

4me
vq =

g2
(2.i4)

and eq represents the dielectric function of the medium

where vq is the Fourier transform of the electron-electron
bare Coulomb interaction

represents the occupation number, q~ being the Fermi
momentum, and 0(z), the Heaviside function.

Vertex ladder contributions to the matrix element, rep-
resented diagrammatically in Fig. 3, have been neglected
in Eq. (2.10), and all self-energy and vertex insertions,
included in the dressed vertices of Fig. 1, are introduced
in Eq. (2.10) by means of gi(s, p) and g2(s, p, qi).

The first diagram in Fig. 1, represented by a full
dashed line leading from an external point to a dressed
fermion-scattering vertex, describes a process in which
an electron-hole pair is generated in the electron gas by
the screened ion potential, while the second and third
diagrams correspond to the excitation of an electron-
hole pair by the penetrating charged particle, which is
assumed to interact twice with the electron gas. The
second diagram represents the process in which an elec-
tron or hole scatters twice from the screened potential,
and the third diagram corresponds to the excitation of
an electron-hole pair through two virtual excitations that
combine via a triple vertex into a single screened inter-
action; we refer to this as a quadratically screened inter-
action.

The matrix element

(2.1S)
eq

—(1+v~yq) (2.i5)

Zq, represented in Fig. 2 by a dressed double vertex, is
the exact so-called linear density response function of the
medium, Mq q, , represented in Fig. 1 by a dressed triple
vertex, is the exact quadratic density response function
of the medium, and G~ is the Fourier transform of the
free particle propagator of Eq. (2.8):

corresponding to the process of carrying the system &om
an initial state aJ~aJ~ l4o) to a final state a~& a~& l@o), can
be expanded by noting that only normal ordered prod-
ucts with four uncontracted Geld operators contribute,
and matrix elements for processes involving higher-order
excitations can be derived in a similar way.

III. LINEAR AND QUADRATIC
RESPONSE FUNCTIONS IN THE RPA

FIG. 2. The screened Coulombic interaction, represented
by a full dashed line, is obtained from the exact linear density
response function of the medium, represented by a dressed
double internal vertex, according to Eq. (2.12).

In the so-called random-phase approximation, the ex-
act linear density response function, yq, is approximated
by summing over all ringlike diagrams, as shown in Fig.
4. In this approximation all self-energy and vertex inser-
tions are neglected, and we also replace, therefore, the
exact quadratic density response function Mq q, by the
empty triple vertex, and the dressed scattering vertices
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FJG. 4. Diagrammatic representation of the RPA linear density response function y~ approximated by summing over the
infinite set of diagrams containing a string of empty bubbles.

of Fig. 1 by the corresponding undressed ones. Thus,
gi(s, p) and g2(s, p, qi) are set equal to zero in Eq. (2.10),
and, on the other hand, one can write

d3k 1
q

26 3 AQ p(27l') g + idk —idk+q + 'L'g&

and

p p
gq —gq + gqv~gq (3.1)

q —eg + wl, +& + zgq
(3.6)

61 —g vq) (3.2)

= —2ih d kG~GI, + (3.3)

where y is the linear density response function of the
noninteracting electron gas

The integrals in Eq. (3.6) can be evaluated quite straight-
forwardly, and the time-ordered function of Hubbard is
obtained, which is an even function of q and coincides
for positive values of q with the well-known retarded
function of Lindhard.

As far as the imaginary part of y is concerned, the
symbolic identity

1 1
lim . = P —~ i~8(2:)

g-+p+ x+ig x
(3.7)

tg k p p p
Mqq, ——2i GI,GI,+ GI,+2' 4 (3.4)

o i d k nk(1 —nk+q)
(27l') g —(idk+q —idk) + 1'g

After carrying out the integration of Eq. (3.3) over the
frequency component of k, k, one finds

im&0 = -(2~)'n-' S

(27r) '

x (1 —np)h (q+ s —p)
d'p

can be used, P standing for principal value, to conclude
that Imp can be represented in terms of a sum over hole

and particle states, as foj.lows:

(1 —nk) nk+q
g'+ (~k —~k+q) —~g

' (3.5) x b(q + ~d, —id') + 8(q —id, + td~) . (3.8)

and noticing that both, ig in the erst denominator and
—ig in the second one, can be written as ig~ = igsgn(qo),
the occupation numbers sum up to give

In order to evaluate the three-point function of Eq.
(3.4), we carry out, first of all, the integration over k in
the complex plane by always closing the integration path
on the side that displays fewer singularities, and find:

d k nk(1 —nk+q) (1 —nk+q, )
(27I ) (g + idk —Cdk+q + X'g) (g& + idk —idk+q + X'g)

(1 nk)nk+qnk+q

(g + ~k —~k+q —&n)(g&+ ~k —~k+q, —

nk+�q(1

—nk) (1 —nk+q, )

(—g + ~k+q —~k+ &n)( —g + qi + ~k+q
(1 —nk+q)nknk+q,

( g + idk+q tdk —177) (—g + g& + &k+q
nk+q (1 nk) (1 nk+q)

(—q, + idk+q ~k + &'g) (g —gi + &k+q

(1 —nk+q, )nknk+q

(—gi + tdk+q, —idk —'i'9) (9 —gi + &k+,

—idk+q, + i'9)

—QJk+q —X'g)

—idk+q +2'l7),
—id k+q

—'L'fl )
(3.9)

Now, we follow the same argument leading &om Eq. (3.5) to Eq. (3.6), and find, after some rearrangement, the
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following result:

d3k 1 1
Mqq, ———2 g~k p p(27I ) q + ldk Kk+g + Z'gq qi + (dk —Mk+gz + 2'gqz

—q + ~k —~k+ —&g —(q —q ) + ~k —~k+ —,—&n

1 1
+ r p px

Qy + &k &k+qi &Qq& (q —q] ) + &k +k—(g—qi) + ~Oq q].

(3.10)

Then, an analytical evaluation of the integrations involved gives, for the real part

ReMq q&
— 2 Iq q1 + I q (q qi) + qi q qi (3.ii)

where

A —qy A, —q~(Acos& —Ai) ln + (Ai cos & —A) ln + Iq q,q Iqi I

sin' g A+ qy Ag+ qy
(3.12)

AAI —q+ COS y+q~g G —q~ S1D g f g2 2 2 ) O

2 / 2 2

QF Sin g n ~F sin
AAq —qz cos y —q~ QG2 —q& sin

AA
q& sin y —G2 2arccos, ' ~ ', ', —vr~sgn(qo) + sgn(qi)

~

for G —
q& sin y ( 0,

(3.13)

p

A = mS-''

p

Ag ——mh

2' (3.i4)

(3.i5)

8 d3
IIqq, —(2vr) P n, (1 —np)b (q —p+ s)27rs ' 27rs

h(qo + (u, —sr~)
X

gy + ~s ~s+

and

and also as

b(qo —ur, + ~~)
(q qi) + ~ ~ +~—e (3.1S)

G = A —2AAi cos y + Ai, (3.i6) A,'b (q + 4)k —balk+&)
k

(27I ) qi + ldk —idk+&~

ImMqq, ——Hqq, + Hq, q+ H(q q, ) q, , (3.17)

y being the angle between q and q~. Although the ap-
pearance of the sign function in Eq. (3.13) may give rise
to some discontinuities in Iq q, , ReMq q, is easily shown
to be continuous, as pointed out in Ref. 27.

As far as the imaginary part of the triple vertex func-
tion is concerned, we take advantage, again, of the iden-
tity of Eq. (3.7), and find &om Eq. (3.9) the following
result:

b(q' —~k + ~k+~)
-(q' —qi) + ~k —~k+~,-„l (3.19)

Apart from the obvious interest in. having ImMq qi rep-
resented in terms of a sum over hole and particle states,
the representation of Eq. (3.17) happens to be most useful
in order to define the retarded counterpart of the triple
vertex (see the Appendix) and to compare, therefore, an-
alytical representations of the nonlinear stopping power
where both retarded and time-ordered response functions
are involved. Analytical integration of Eq. (3.19) gives

where Hq q, can be represented in terms of a sum over
hole and particle states: where

(3.20)p~q, m
= sgn(q ) fq, q. f q, (q m)—— —

m2h
(A cos g —Ai)—

2~/qf/qi/ sin'y
G2 —q~~ sin y sgn(Acos y —Ai)0(G —q& sin y) g(q~ —

~

A ~). (3.21)
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Three-point functions Mq q, and Mq q q, , represented di-
agrammatically by empty triangle diagrams with their
lines running in opposite directions, give the same con-
tribution to the matrix element of Eq. (2.10). However,

28it is useful to define the symmetrzzed functus. ons

—q&, and0

1
~q, qq ( 99z + 9 9 9i)—& (3.23)

1M', = —(Mq q, + Mq v q, ), (3.22)

0 0 0which is invariant under the change q —+ —q, qz

I

which is an even function of the &equency component of
q, q'.

In the low-frequency limit, the symmetrized three-
point function gives

'" a)o~aI. ~O

2q~~m~h ~ . Icl;I + 2q~cos q, ln
lel —2qz

lq II&~I —48 c»4~ + 21&'lq~v'I —q~lqR 0( )
v'(4q~ —lw I') (4q~ —l~~ I')

(3.24)

CU

C3

CU

C3

I

I

'

I

1.5
hqo/EF

2.5

I I

FIG. 5. Universal functions, q&[ReM', j

(a) and qs H', (b), as a function of hq /Ez,
EJ: being the Fermi energy, for qq

——0, y = 0,
Iql = qs /2, and three representative val-
ues of Iqzl. In (a), Iqql = 0 (solid line),
Iqq I

= qs (dashed line), and Iqq I
= 2qs

(dashed-dotted line). In (b), Iqz I
= O. lq»

(solid line), Iqq I
= qz (dashed line), and

Iqz I
= 2q& (dashed-dotted line). Dotted lines

in (b) represent the low-frequency limit of
q~H~, , obtained from Eq. (3.27).
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which coincides with the retarded quadratic density re-
sponse function evaluated by Lloyd and Sholl in the low-
fre'quency limit. q;, q, and qI, (i g j g k) denote q,
q~, and q —q~, q~ is the radius of the circle circum-
scribing the triangle formed by these vectors, and P~,
represents the angle facing q, in this triangle.

In particular, if q and qq are parallel, M' 0. 0 is ob-
tained in terms of the linear density response function of
the noninteracting electron gas, y

where

q,. = max(q, q], q —q]). (3.26)

m3 3
JIB ~ e (I 2/ 2)—1/2

On the other hand, an expansion of the symmetrized
function of Eq. (3.23) in powers of the frequency gives,
after retaining only the erst-order terms,

qoq1, 0 I q& I ~qi, 0

Iqj IRe&g, ,o IqA: IReX~„o (3.25)

»gn(cos &~) lq'l~(q~ —q~) 0(2q~ —lql). (3.»)
In Figs. 5—7, we give plots of universal functions,

q~[ReM', j and q~JI', , as a function of hqo/E~, E~
being the Fermi energy, for q~ = 0, y = 0, three repre-

I I I I
I

I I t I

(a)
CU

C3

O

4„

CU

C3
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

I i & i i I

3
hqo/EF

I
I

AsinFig 5 for qz
——0 y=o

~q~ = qs, and three representative values of
(qI (. In (a), (q, )

= 0 (sohd hne) Iq~ I
= o 5q»

(dashed line), and ~qq~ = 2q& (dashed-dotted
hne). In (b), ~qI ~

= O. lqF (solid line),
(q&J = 0.5qz (dashed line), and fqz f

= 2qz
(dashed-dotted line).

2
h qo/E~

I I I
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sentative values of IqI: IqI = qp/2 (Fig. 5), IqI = qp
(Fig. 6), and IqI = 2qy (Fig. 7), and different values of
IqqI. The dotted lines in Figs. 5(b), 6(b), and 7(b) rep-
resent the low-&equency limit of H', 7 as obtained &om
Eq. (3.27), showing that it depends linearly on the fre-
quency in a small range of low &equencies, much smaller
than the frequency range in which the imaginary part of
the linear density response function of the noninteracting
electron gas, Imyq7 is linear. The real part of the sym-
metrized three-point function, ReM', , happens to be
almost constant in the low-&equency limit, and it goes
to zero as the &equency goes to infinity. Similar results
are obtained for different values of the angle between g
and qy.

IV. SECOND-ORDER STOPPING POWER

The transition rate, p""
7 for transferring four-

momentum q to a &ee-electron gas by moving a particle
Rom inside the Fermi sea (IsI ( q~) to outside (IpI ) q~),
thus creating an electron-hole pair, is derived &om the
square of the matrix element Sy; of Eq. (2.10), repre-
sented diagrammatically in Fig. 1

S P

where b4, is the symmetric Kronecker 8 symbol that

C3

CU

C3

6

hq /Ey FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, for qz
——0, y = 0,

IqI = 2qs, and three representative values of
Iq~l. »(a) Iq~I = 0 (so"'d"'n') Iq~I = 05qs
(dashed line), and Iqq I

= q& (dashed-dotted
hne). In (b), Iq~ I

= O. lqz (sohd hne),
Iq&I = 0.5qs (dashed line), and IqqI = qs
(dashed-dotted line).

D
4,

+.
I

/

&I

0
I&

I
I

4

hqo/Ep
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4

Q~Qi a+qq (4.2)

equals unity if q = q' and is zero otherwise, and t repre-
sents the interaction time.

Within the RPA, gq(s, p) = g2(s, p, qq) = 0 in Eq.
(2.10), and the square of the matrix element correspond-
ing to single excitations gives, therefore, up to third order
in the ion charge

This contribution to the absorption probability of Eq.
(4.1) depends, within the RPA, on s and p only through
q = p —s, and is easily shown to be proportional to Imp .
The second term of Eq. (4.2) gives the contribution com-
ing from the creation of an electron-hole pair through
two-step interactions, represented by the cross product
between the erst and second diagrams of Fig. 1, it de-
pends, therefore, on s or p separately through G,+
and

where Bq gives the contribution coming from the cre-
ation of an electron-hole pair through one-step interac-
tions, and is represented by the square of the erst dia-
gram and the cross product between the first and third
diagrams of Fig. 1:

Cq q&: 2 CZAR vqvq& vq q& (e& ) E& E&

Bq ——
2mb 2

tZ, v ~e~ ~
b(q —q v)

x 1 + 47rk Zy vqi vq
d qg

qy q —qy

xb(q —q v)b(q, —qg . v). (4.4)

xRe e, e,M', b(q~ —qg v) (4.3)
Then, by summing the square of the matrix element

over initial and fj.nal states and using the representations
of Eqs. (3.8) and (3.18), we find

o 1
Z, vqb(q —q. v)8(q ) lim—0 taboo t

x Ime 1 + 4vrh Z~

1'
vq, vq q, Re (e, ')"e, 'e ' (H, q, +iJ~~, ) b(q,

' —qg v) (4 5)

where

J~~, = (2vr)
CL

, (1 —n~) b (q —p + s) ImG, +~, .
27r 3 (4.6)

The transition rate p " ' for transferring four-momentum q to a free-electron gas by creating a double excitation,
i.e. , by moving two particles from inside the Fermi sea (~sq~ ( q~ and ~s2~ ( q~) to outside (~pz ~

) q~ and ~p2~ ) q~),
is derived from the square of the matrix element Sf,f, ;„,of Eq. (2.18):

dauble 4 l ) ) ) ' ) (1 ) ) (1 )
fif~i44 4 4

g1 S2 P1 p2

(4.7)

Neglecting all kind of vertex and self-energy insertions,
as well as vertex ladder contributions, this matrix ele-
ment can be represented diagrammatically, up to second
order in the ion charge, as in Fig. 8. Contributions to the
square of this matrix element that are proportional to Zz
are of higher order in the effective interaction than RPA
Z~ contributions to ~Sf;~, and they are neglected, there-
fore, within this approximation. However, contributions
that are proportional to Zz are of the same order as the

= Dq, q. + Re '@q,q. a.+„I (4.8)

where Dq z, gives the contribution coming from the cre-
ation of two real excitations through one-step interac-
tions, represented by the cross product between the sec-
ond and third diagrams of Fig. 8, and depends on (sq, pj )

Z~ contributions of Eq. (4.2), and they need, therefore,
to be taken into account:
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pl P2

R W%%,

Sg

Sl

P2

RHRISI

~ SOS
S)

p2

SI

FIG. 8. Diagrammatic representation, up
to second order in the ion charge, of the RPA
matrix element of Eq. (2.18), where all ver-
tex and self-energy insertions have been ne-

glected, as well as vertex ladder contribu-
tions.

and (s2, p2) only through qi ——pi —si and q —qi ——p2 —s2. and third diagrams of Fig. 8:

x im[e M' ]b(q —q v) b(qi —qi v), (4.9)

.8~'h-'

xb(q —q. v)b(q, —qi v). (4.10)

and Eq q1 gives the contribution coming from the creation
of two real excitations through one- and two-step interac-
tions, represented by the cross product between the erst

Then, by summing the square of the matrix element of
Eq. (4.8) over initial and final states and using again the
representations of Eqs. (3.8) and (3.18), we find

47t
b(q' —q v) lim-

x) 9(q,')0(q' —q', )I—4vS 'Imv, ,'Imv, ', Z, vv, vv v, Im v, 'M;
ql

—8vS Zvv, vv v, Im v (v )"v (Hv, v +Iraq, v) Is(qv —qv v).

Finally, the stopping power is obtained as the energy
loss per unit path length of the projectile, after multi-
plying the inverse mean free path p~/v by the energy
transfer hq and summing over q:

and

e=q v

(di =qi'V.

(4.17)

(4.18)
dE 0

(
single + double)

dz v Vq

q

(4.12)

Zi d q
(dv~lme ' e((d)

V 27I

Zi tPq d qi
vh (2vr) (2 )s

& [fi(q, ~, qi, ~i) + f2(q, ~, qi, ~i)
+fs (q, (d, qi, (di)]0((d), (4.13)

where

fi(q, qi) = Ime Re@, Res ReM' (4.14)

f2(q, qi) = Ree Ree, Ree II' (4.15)

fs(q, qi) = —21ke Ime Ree H~, (4.16)

and introduction of Eqs. (4.5) and (4.11) into Eq. (4.12)
gives, after some algebra, the following result:

The contribution to the stopping power of Eq. (4.13)
that is proportional to Z& exactly coincides with the stan-
dard well-known result, which in the high-velocity limit
approaches the formula of Bethe.

The Zi contribution to the stopping power has been
split into three terms. The first one comes &om Bq of Eq.
(4.3), i.e. , &om the cross product between the first and
third diagrams of Fig. 1, and gives, therefore, the contri-
bution from losses to one-step excitations generated by
the quadratically screened ion potential, while the second
term comes from C~ ~, of Eq. (4.4), i.e. , from the cross
product between the first and second diagrams of Fig. 1,
and gives the contribution from losses to two-step exci-
tations generated by the linearly screened ion potential.
The third term comes from both Bq and Cq q, , and Rom
losses to double excitations, too. Also, we find that there
is no contribution to the Zi stopping power that is pro-
portional to the product of three imaginary parts of the
dielectric function, as a result of a cancellation between
contributions from Cq q, and Eq q, , representing losses to
single and double excitations, respectively.

It is well known that the stopping power of an elec-
tron gas can, also, be obtained from the induced retard-
ing force that the polarization charge distribution in the
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vicinity of the projectile exerts on the projectile itself,
and it is found, therefore, to be given by the following
expression:

r and the electron gas

(+ l&~(r t)l+ )
(+.I+.)

(4.20)

S = ' V'P(r, t)l, „,. v,
v

(4.19)

where P(r, t) represents the so-called wake potential, that
is, the potential induced by the projectile in the medium.

The wake potential can be calculated as the mean value
of the interaction between a test unit positive charge at

where l%'o) is the Heisenberg ground state of the inter-
acting system and VH (r, t) represents the potential of the
interaction between a test positive unit charge at r and
the electron gas, in the Heisenberg picture, and one finds,
up to second order in the ion charge:

d - - d
y( t) g — q '(q — ) (

R
)
—r 1 +@2 —g— q '(q — )e vq 6 — ge

d3 R —j. R —1 R R
qi q —e( q, v) ( q~, ~~) ( q —q~, v —urq) Mq, ~;qq, ~, & (4.21)

and M representing retarded response functions, as de6ned in the Appendix. Then, introduction of this potential
into Eq. (4.19) gives

Zg d Q R(uvqlm(e )v 2'
Zg

3 3
gy

3
R —1 R —1 R —1 R

)s4)vq
(

)svq&vq —q&lm (eq &) (eq & ) (e q ) q & q (4.22)

This expression for the stopping power, which is
equivalent to the result obtained in Refs. 13, 14, and
16, is shown in the Appendix to be equivalent to Eq.
(4.13) above.

A. Low-velocity limit

Due to the fact that ~ = q. v and ez ——qz v in Eq.
(4.13), in the low-velocity limit only the low-frequency
forms of the response functions involved enter, thus the

contribution to the stopping power that is proportional
to Zz being, in this limit, proportional to the velocity, as
well as contributions to the Zz stopping power coming
from fr and f2 of Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15), while contri-
butions to the Zrs stopping power corning from fs of Eq.
(4.16) is proportional to v . Hence, if one keeps only
the lowest-order terms in the velocity of the projectile,
insertion of the low-frequency limits of both linear and
quadratic response functions into Eq. (4.13) gives the fol-
lowing result for the low-velocity limit of the stopping
power, up to third order in the ion charge:

dE 4 2 me
("/ o) (, ) + & ("/"o)dq 2 16 2

de 3' h2 37rm 0

fI +fI
(4.23)

where

and

(4.24)
and

&q,q, =—

2
Aq =, , B(2qp —q)jqa0j3

(4.26)

gg zp 1 1 1
q, o q»o q —q»0' (4.25) x sgn(cos Pq) B(2q~ —q) B(qrt —q~), (4.27)

with a0 and v0 being the radius and the velocity of Bohr, a0 ——
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h2/m2 and vo ——e2/h, respectively.
From the Z& contribution to the stopping power of Eq.

(4.23), the low-velocity limit of Lindhard and Wintherss
can be derived, after expanding eq () in powers of q/q~,
and in the limit of high densities (v~ )) vo) the formula
of Fermi and Teller is obtained. These formulas can,
also, be obtained on the basis of the &ee-electron picture,
with the additional assumption of independent, individ-
ual, elastic electron scattering. In this case, the average
energy loss per unit path length for an arbitrary ion mov-
ing with velocity v through an electron gas of a constant
density n is given, in the low-velocity limit, by

contribution to Eq. (4.23). The Z~ contribution to Eq.
(4.23) is, also, exactly equivalent to the result derived in
the low-velocity limit by Hu and Zaremba.

Echenique et aE. extended this method and evaluated
the nonlinear stopping power of an electron gas for slow
ions, from Eq. (4.28), by using the density-functional for-
mulation of Hohenberg and Kohn, and Kohn and Sham
to calculate the exact scattering amplitude on the basis of
the self-consistent potential generated by a static charge
submerged in an electron gas, and were able, therefore,
to evaluate, within the low-velocity limit, the stopping
power to all orders in Z~.

dE = nm, v~cr, „(v~)v,dx
(4.28) B. High-velocity limit

where

2m'/h
«(~) = q, dqq'lf(q)l' (4.29)

is the so-called transport cross section, f (q) representing
the scattering amplitude for transferring momentum q.
Since f(q) is obtained in terms of the screened potential
of the ion, once the dielectric function of the medium is
given, the stopping power can be evaluated. , within linear
response theory, from Eq. (4.28), and both the formula
of Lindhard and Winther and the formula obtained by
Fermi and Teller can be derived in this way.

Nagy and Echenique have gone further to employ the
second Born approximation for the scattering amplitude,
characterizing the screening of the projectile in the elec-
tron gas by a Yukawa potential, and have derived a Zz
correction to the formula of Fermi and Teller, which is,
in the high density limit, in good agreement with the Zz

For high velocities, the zero-point motion of the elec-
tron gas can be neglected and it can be considered, there-
fore, as if it were at rest. Thus, in this approximation all
k, the momenta of the electrons, become equal to zero,
and Eq. (3.6) leads to the well-known static electron gas
approximation for the dielectric function

(4.30)

where

~„=/4~ne'/m. (4.31)

0u=q +zg~. (4.32)

Similarly, one can set all k equal to zero in Eq. (3.10)
to obtain

represents the plasma &equency of the electron gas, and

M = —n((d y ((d —(dy )(d —(d((d —(dy)(d —(d(d] (d q ((d —(d y)(dq(dqz
2 2++1+q+q—ql + + +ql +q —ql +q+ql+q —ql (@q + +ql + +q —ql) j

X (d —(d (td ~
—Cd hi —Gd y (4.33)

which exactly coincides, in the low-q limit, with the low-q
limit of the full three-point function of Eq. (3.4), and

P

H' = m nsgn(q ) Ib(q
—w~)

gg
—(8q1

therefore, that for the electron gas at rest only the real
part of the three-point function contributes to the Zz ef-
fect. Then, after substitution of the static electron gas
approximations to both the linear and quadratic response
functions, e~ and Mz ~, , into Eq. (4.14), and Eq. (4.14)
into Eq. (4.13), one finds

+ 0
Qp +&q &q—q,

dE 4~nZ e
)dx 7A~ v

(4.35)

—8(q + (dq)
q', +~q —u)q q,

(4.34)

where

/max

/min
(4.36)

Now, introduction of Eqs. (4.30) and (4.34) into Eqs.
(4.15) and (4.16) results in f2 and fs giving no contribu-
tion to the integral of Eq. (4.13), and, we can conclude,

and Lq is the Z& correction to the stopping number,
which coincides with the result obtained in this approxi-
mation in Refs. 12 and 16:
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with

1 CLQ

GO q, g

qi lq —qil'[~i —~' ][(~—~1) ~ ]'
(4.37) 3 K(dp 2mv

(Li)z M =—
2 v3 2.77~p (4.48)

which is very close to the result obtained by using twice
the prediction of Ashley, Ritchie, and Brandt with the
minimum impact parameter equal to the radius of the
quantal harmonic oscillator:

2fA v X/2

q; =
2 1 — 1 —(Ru„/m,v2) 2

2m v Z/2

q „=,1 + 1 —(Ru„/m,v') '

(4.38)

(4.39)

Finally, the velocity distribution of the electron gas,
which is completely neglected i.n the static electron gas
approximation, can be accounted for approximately by
introducing the plasmon-pole approximation to the re-
sponse functions. In this approximation the Zz correc-
tion to the stopping power is also given by Eq. (4.35),
but now with the plasmon dispersion relation

and

2 2p+4) ) (4.40)
where

Clq = id ++@ q +(d (4.49)

Q& &
= —(ldi((d —(di)Cd —ld((d —(di)Cdq —(d(di(rJ

2 2+(~ —~i)~q~q. + ~i~q~q —q. + ~ ~q. ~q —q.
lliqLI)q~ cl/q —q~ (L!)q + LIJq~ + Ll)q —q~ )) (4.41)

2 32qF—
5

(4.50)

represents the so-called mean-square velocity of the elec-
tron gas.

In particular, in the limit as mv && ~p, Lo is very
easily found to be given by V. R.ESULTS

2mvLo=ln
p

(4.42)

which gives the formula of Bethe for the Z~ contribution
to the stopping power. On the other hand, as far as the
Z& correction to the stopping number, L~, is concerned,
one can approximate, in the classical limit

0!q = Q)p) (4.43)

the lower q limit being, therefore,

p
min =

V
(4.44)

and choosing the upper limit q „

to be the maximum
momentum transfer:

2mv
)max = (4.45)

An analytical evaluation of the integrations involved in
Eq. (4.37) gives

2mv

7t h)p 2mv
L,, =1.42," ln

v3 2.13%up
(4.47)

Furthermore, numerical study shows that introduction
of the full nq of Eq. (4.40) gives a result for Li with the
same dependence on v as the classical approximation of
Eq. (4.46), though it is smaller than the classical result
by an approximate factor of 1.17, so that the full L q can
be approximated by

First of all, we show in Fig. 9 the low-velocity limit of
the Zz contribution to the stopping power, as calculated
from Eq. (4.23) and divided by the velocity of the ion, as
a function of the electron density parameter r, . Z& con-
tributions to the stopping power from fz+ and fP of Eqs.
(4.24) and (4.25), representing losses to single excitations
generated by the quadratically screened ion potential and
losses from multiply scattered excitations generated by
the linearly screened ion potential, respectively, are also
plotted separately in the same figure (dashed and dashed-
dotted lines), showing that the Zi term arising from the
quadratically screened interaction is negative, although
it is positive and the dominant contribution at higher ve-
locities, as will be shown below. This is a consequence of
the fact that in the low-velocity limit nonlinear screening
of the ion leads to a weaker potential than that found
in the linear theory. On the other hand, nonlinear cor-
rections are of increasing importance at lower densities,
which is due to the well-known fact that at lower den-
sities the kinetic energy of the electron gas diminishes
and the ion potential becomes a relatively stronger per-
turbation. The. Zz correction accounts, therefore, in the
low-velocity limit, for nonlinear corrections only at high
electron densities and small ion charges.

The stars in Fig. 9 represent, also in the low-velocity
limit, the full nonlinear contribution to the stopping
power, multiplied by a factor of —1, obtained Rom a
density-functional theory (DFT) calculation for antipro-
tons to all orders in Zq, and coincides, as one expected,
with our Zz correction in the high density limit. The full
nonlinear contribution to the stopping power obtained
from a DFT calculation for protons, represented by cir-
cles in the same 6gure, also coincides with the Zz correc-
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FIG. 9. The contribution to the stopping
power of Eq. (4.23), divided by the velocity
of the projectile, that is proportional to Zz
[solid line labeled (a) j, as a function ofr„for
Zq ——1. Z~ contributions from f~ and f~ of
Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25) are plotted separately
by lines labeled (b) and (c), respectively. The
stars represent the full nonlinear contribution
to the stopping power for antiprotons, given
in Ref. 41, multiplied by a factor of —1, and
the circles, the full nonlinear contribution to
the stopping power for protons. Both the
stopping power and r, are given in atomic
units, i.e., e=h, =m, =1.

C3
I p

I I I I I I I I I I I I

r, (a.u.)

tion, in the high density limit, although differences are
bigger in this case for lower densities, due to the fact that
electronic states bound to the proton may appear now.

We have also calculated the Zz correction to the elec-
tronic stopping power for arbitrary velocities of the pro-
jectile, after substitution of the full RPA response func-
tions of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.10) into Eq. (4.13). The result
of this calculation for an electron density parameter equal
to that of aluminum, r, = 2.07, is plotted in Fig. 10 by
a solid line labeled (b), as a function of the velocity of
the projectile. Contributions from fq, f2, and fs of Eqs.
(4.14), (4.15), and (4.16) are also plotted separately by
lines labeled (c), (d), and (e), respectively, and the dot-
ted line represents the low-velocity limit &om Eq. (4.23).
In the same 6gure we have also plotted, for comparison,

by a solid line labeled (a), the total Zz~ contribution to
the stopping power, together with the corresponding low-
velocity limit (dotted line).

It is interesting to notice &om Fig. 10 that the range of
validity of the linear velocity dependence of the Zz cor-
rection persists up to velocities approaching the Fermi
velocity of the electron gas. This is, however, a conse-
quence of two competing effects. First, there is the ef-
fect of single excitations generated by the quadratically
screened ion potential, represented by a dashed line, and,
then, the effect of multiply scattered excitations gener-
ated by the linearly screened ion potential, represented
by a dashed-dotted line, which is very small at high ve-
locities of the ion when the velocity distribution of tar-
get electrons can be neglected. Indeed, in this case the

C3
I I I 1

I
I I I I

I
I I I I

I

C)

o

FIG. 10. Full RPA contributions to the
stopping power calculated from Eq. (4.13),
for Zq ——1 and r, = 2.07, as a function of the
velocity of the projectile. Solid curves labeled
(a) and (b) represent Z~ and Z~ contribu-
tions, respectively, in atomic units. Z& con-
tributions from fq, f2, and fq of Eqs. (4.14),
(4.15), and (4.16) are plotted separately by
lines labeled (c), (d), and (e), respectively.
Zz and Z& contributions to the low-velocity
limit of Eq. (4.23) are represented by dotted
lines.

2
v(a.u. )
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so-called static electron gas approximation can be made,
and it follows from this approximation that only fq of Eq.
(4.14) contributes to the Zz stopping power, as shown in
the preceding section.

The static electron gas and plasmon-pole approxima-
tions to the Zz effect are plotted in Fig. 11, again for
r, = 2.07, as a function of the velocity of the projec-
tile. The dashed and dashed-dotted lines labeled (b)
and (d) represent the results obtained from Eq. (4.35)
with the Zzs term of Eq. (4.37), in the static electron gas
and plasmon-pole approximations, respectively, and the
dotted line, the result obtained for the Zz effect when
the Z~~ term of Eq. (4.48), (Lq)~ M, is introduced into
Eq. (4.35). Both in the static electron gas and plasmon-
pole approximations contributions to the Z& effect from

f2 and fs of Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) are exactly equal to
zero, and we compare, therefore, in this figure, these ap-
proximations with the full RPA contribution to the Z&

effect coming from fq of Eq. (4.14), plotted by a solid
line labeled (a). For comparison, the total Z~ contribu-
tion to the stopping power is plotted in this figure by a
solid line labeled (e), together with the corresponding re-
sults obtained in the static electron gas and plasmon-pole
approximations, dashed and dashed-dotted lines, respec-
tively.

It is obvious from this figure that at high velocities of
the ion both the static electron gas approximation and
twice the semiclassical formula of Jackson and McCarthy
give a good account of the full RPA result, while at in-
termediate velocities this contribution is overestimated in
these approaches, showing that the non-negligible zero-
point motion of the electron gas gives rise to a smaller
contribution from losses to one-step single excitations.
However, this is almost compensated by the nonvanishing
contribution from losses to two-step single excitations.
As a consequence, the static electron gas approximation
happens to be a good approximation of the full RPA
result even at intermediate velocities, down to velocities

approaching the Fermi velocity of the electron gas, where
the velocity distribution of target electrons is not negli-
gible. This is exhibited in Fig. 12, where the total Z&

contribution to the stopping power, represented in Fig.
10 by a solid line labeled (b), is plotted again together
with the Z~ contribution to the stopping power obtained
after introduction of (Lq)~ M into Eq. (4.35).

The numerical results for the total RPA Z& contribu-
tion to the stopping power and different values of the
electron density parameter r, are illustrated in Fig. 13
by solid lines, together with the corresponding static elec-
tron gas approximation (dashed lines) and twice the for-
mula of Jackson and Mccarthy (dotted lines). At low
velocities the Zz term gets larger as the electron den-
sity diminishes, and it becomes almost constant at the
lower densities. On the other hand, at velocities higher
than the Fermi velocity, where the static electron gas ap-
proximation is applicable, the magnitude of the Z~ effect
increases with r, at high densities, and it decreases slowly
at the lower densities. This is shown in Fig. 14, where the
Zz~ term is plotted for different values of x = 2m, v /Ru„,
against the electron density parameter r, .

The high-velocity limit of the Zz contribution to Eq.
(4.35) with (Lq)~ M, divided by ~is, becomes veloc-
ity and density dependent through the parameter x =
2m, v /Ru„, and this fact allows us, therefore, to plot
a curve for the reduced Zz correction to the stopping
power, ( dE/dx)/g— ur„, that is independent of the elec-
tron density at high velocities of the projectile. Our full
RPA calculation of this reduced Zz stopping power is ex-
hibited in Fig. 15 for different values of r, (solid lines),
together with twice the result obtained by using the for-
mula of Jackson and McCarthy, which is represented by a
dotted line. At low velocities, where the stopping power
is proportional to the velocity, the reduced Zz term in-
creases with r„and it becomes almost independent of
the electron density for metallic densities.

Finally, in order to account approximately for the Zy

FIG. 11. Contribution to the Zz stopping
power from fz of Eq. (4.14), as a func-
tion of the velocity of the projectile, for
Zq ——1 and r, = 2.07. (a) Full RPA re-
sult. (b) Static electron gas approximation.
(c) Plasmon-pole approximation. (d) Re-
sult obtained after introduction of (Lq) J—M
of Eq. (4.48) into Eq. (4.35). (e) Z~ stop-
ping power, as obtained in the full RPA
(solid line), static electron gas approximation
(dashed line), and plasmon-pole approxima-
tion (dashed-dotted line).
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APPENDIX

f2(q, qi) = Re(e ) Re(e ) Re(E )
R R R
qzql + ql &q

+ Hq ql z ql

fs(q, qi) = —Im(e ) Im(e, ) Re(e~ )

+Im(e, ) 'Re(e„) 'Im(e, )
+Re(e ) 'Im(e ) 'Im(e )

R R R+ qq+

(A3)

(A4)

r dZ&'"
dx)

where

Z~ dq dq&
(2~)s

x [fi(q ~ qi ~i) + f2(q, ~, qi, ~i)
+fs(q, ~, qi, ~i)]
+f4(q, ~, qi, »)]0(~), (A1)

The Z& contribution to the stopping power of Eq.
(4.22), derived from the second-order wake potential of
Eq. (4.21), may be represented as

and

R 1 ( o)R (A6)

with

f4(q, qi) = —Im(e, ) 'Im(e, ) 'Im(e, ) 'ReM. . .

(A5)

all response functions being assumed to be retarded:

fi(q, qi) = Im(e ) Re(e, ) Re(e, )

+Re(e ) 'Im(c ) 'Re(e )

+Re(e ) Re(e ) Im(e, )
' ReM

(A2) and

(~,')" = 2h
—'

1

q —4)k + (dg+& + 'LFj'

1

(2zl ) q + Mk —(dk+& + z'g

(A7)

d3k 1 1

(2x) q' + ~k —~k+~ + zg q, + ~k —~k+~, + zg
~ ~

—q' + ~k —~k+, —ig —(q' —q,') + ~k —~k+, „—iq

1 1 + (qi ~ q - qi) .—qj + Rk —Mk+qz —zq (q —qi) + wk —ak (q q, ) + zrI
(A8)

The real part of M is invariant under the change q ~ —q, qz ~ —q&. For the imaginary part, we take advantage
of the identity of Eq. (3.7), and find from Eq. (A8)

(A9)

where H is, as well as the imaginary part of the retarded function of Lindhard, (y ), an odd function of q, and

H = sgnq H' (A10)

H being the time-ordered function of Eq. (3.23), or, in terms of a sum over hole and particle states

d sH, = (27r) P zz,
I $3 b(qo + ~. —~~) h(qo —(u. + ~p)1 —np b q —p+s

(2zr) s qi + &s —&I+q, (q qi) + ~s ~s+q —~i
(A11)

Now we follow Esbenseni~ to decompose qo into [qio + (qo —qi )], and due to the symmetry with respect to the
transformation qi ~ q —qi it can be easily shown that the same contributions from fi, f2, and fs of Eqs. (A2),
(A3), and (A4) to the integral of Eq. (Al) come f'rom

fi(q) qi) = 21m' Res„Rem, '„ReM (A12)
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an(i

fz(q, qq) = 2Ree Ree Res H' (A13)

fs(q, qg) = —4Ime Ime, Ree H' (A14)

respectively, while similar arguments can be used to show that f4 of Eq. (A5) does not contribute to the integral. As
a result, it is straightforward to conclude that Eqs. (4.13) and (4.22), derived &om an open diagrammatic analysis of
scattering matrix elements on the one hand, and &om the wake potential on the other hand are equivalent
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